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By Mr. Cohen of Andover (by request), petition of Karl Haartz for a
legislative amendment to the Constitution to establish an independent
commission to obtain the calibre of ethics inherent in arranging
government under the Constitution of the Commonwealth into three
separate, equal and independent parts. The Judiciary.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Eight.

PROPOSAL FOR A LEGISLATIVE AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION FOR
THE PURPOSE OF ESTABLISHING AN INDEPENDENT COMMISSION WHOSE
PURPOSE SHALL BE TO OBTAIN THE CALIBER OF ETHICS INHERENT IN
ARRANGING THE GOVERNMENT UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
COMMONWEALTH INTO THREE SEPARATE, AND EQUAL, AND

INDEPENDENT PARTS; AS WELL AS NURTURING BETTER ETHICS
WITHIN EACH PART.

1 A majority ofall the members elected to the Senate and House of
2 Representatives, in joint session, hereby declares it to be expedient
3 to alter the Constitution by the adoption of the following Article of
4 Amendment, to the end that it may become a part of the
5 Constitution, if similarly agreed to in a joint session of the next
6 General Court and approved by the people at the state election
7 next following]:

8 ARTICLE OF AMENDMENT.

9 There shall be an independent commission under the Constitu-
-10 tion for the purpose of monitoring the prevailing ethical caliber of
11 the relationships between members of the three separate and
12 independent branches of the government as well as between the
13 members of each branch and between them and persons or entities
14 that may benefit from laws passed or under examination for
15 passage, or possible modifications; as well as to monitor in detail
16 the traffic in members of one branch of government being
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17 appointed to, or serving in another branch before a period of not
18 less than twenty years has passed since having last served in a

19 branch of government. It shall monitor also the traffic in passage
20 of laws that benefit fifty people or less, making all details public, as
21 well as laws which tend to subvert the tenor of the Constitution by
22 nurturing a government of men privileged under law thus
23 displacing the government sought; one of law rather than oi men
24 privileged.
25 The Commission shall be composed of five people, each
26 appointed by the Governor of the Commonwealth to serve fora
27 period of seventeen years and not eligible lor reappointment. Each
28 must be at least thirty years old and may not serve after reaching
29 the fifty fifth birthday. Each shall have never served in any branch
30 of government nor shall have ever been a member of a political
31 party. Each may not engage in any other business; private, public
32 or charitable, between the hours of 5 AM and 10 PM daily. Each
33 member shall within eighteen months of appointement, submit to
34 the Governor a true and correct copy of “The Eighty-Five
35 Federalist Essays Written by Hamilton, Jay and Madison” written
36 in his or her own handwriting, neat, legible, with original
37 paragraph summaries in the copier’s own words and all held
38 together by a loose leaf binding.
39 After review by the Governor and certified to be complete,
40 correct and true, the original shall be placed on display in areadily
41 accessible place in the principal library building of the place where
42 the member is registered to vote and so remain so long as the
43 person is a member of the commission. Failure to comply with this
44 provision automatically discharges the member with forfeiture of
45 all rights. Each member’s salary shall be paid directly from the
46 General Funds of the Commonwealth by the Treasurer thereof, on
47 a monthly schedule and be a sum which is the average sum ofthe
48 monthly salary paid to the Governor of the Commonwealth plus
49 the basic monthly salary paid to a Senator in the General Court
50 plus the basic monthly salary paid to a Representative in the
51 Genera! Court. Necessary expenses, if any, shall be paid also on a
52 monthly schedule out of the General Fund. Each member of the
53 Commission shall accrue pension rights in the same manner as
54 other employees of the Commonwealth.
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55 The Treasurer of the Commonwealth shall also provide the
56 Commission with adequate office space, reasonable amenities,
57 equipment, materials, and capable employees all at a readily
58 accessible place within two miles of the State House. All those
59 costs shall be paid out of the General Fund of the Commonwealth
60 on a monthly schedule.
61 Recommendations of the Commission shall be composed by the
62 Commissioners personally and published from time to time by the
63 Secretary of the Commonwealth but not less than quarterly by the
64 calendar. These reports shall be available free of charge at the
65 office of the Commission as well as be provided directly to each
66 member of the three separate branches of the Government.
67 The Commission shall also keep in mind that the more common
68 forms of conflict of interest situations are mostly symptoms of the
69 civic disease of disrespect for the Constitution’s requirement that
70 the separate branches of the government be separate and
71 independent, and of the imprudent creation of men privileged by
72 law.
73 The Commissioners shall hold their term of office during good
74 behavior and diligent attention to their duties.
75 The name of this entity shall be “The Commission to Enforce a
76 Decent Respect for the Ethical Caliber Inherent in the
77 Arrangements of the Constitution for The Commonwealth.”
78 The motto of this Commission shall be “Liberty Under Law Can
79 Be Displaced Only By Its Deadly Counterfeit: Privilege Under
80 Law.”
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